We present SENT (semantic features in text), a functional interpretation tool based on literature analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Advances in biomedical technologies such as DNA microarrays have enabled researchers to identify a large number of molecules simultaneously, opening the path to study biological systems from a global perspective. These techniques have been routinely used in research labs all around the world, generating huge amounts of data. The methods used to analyze and process this data have evolved significantly in the recent years, to the point that they can be considered mature. The interpretation of the results of the analysis, however, still remains one of the main challenges in bioinformatics, mainly due to the inherent complexity of biological systems.
One of the most notable initiatives to help the interpretation of a list of genes is the Gene Ontology (GO) (1) . Several approaches use GO annotations to discover what biological terms are significantly enriched in a list of genes. This is an example of an annotation based approach to functional interpretations, a good review of the topic can be found in (2) . Annotation based approaches provide a fast, easy and statistically sound interpretation of a list of genes. Although this information is extremely useful for the analysis of gene sets, its scope is limited by structured vocabularies and curated annotations.
Literature mining offers an interesting alternative to annotation based methods. The rationale behind it is that it contains much richer information about the function of genes that can be captured in structured vocabularies. Biomedical literature covers almost all aspects of biology and biochemistry, and with almost no limit to the types of information that may be recovered through careful and exhaustive mining (3) . Many researchers have focused their attention in the use of text mining, with methodologies that go from determining protein-protein interactions from biomedical texts (4-7), to providing summary descriptions for genes or determining their similarities (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . Even though lots of works in this area have been reported, the practical use by the scientific community is hindered by the lack of efficient and easy to use software.
In a previous work we introduced a technique, based on Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), to extract semantic features from the biomedical literature associated to a list of genes (13) . The use of the term 'semantic features' was first introduced by Lee and Seung (14) to describe the NMF factors that group semantically related words, and has been used in this work to follow this nomenclature. These semantic features were able to characterize the biological meaning of the gene list by capturing be main biological topics that where discussed in the articles. Relationships between the genes could be established on the basis of their relationship to these semantic features. The technique has shown a great potential to analyze large literature collections, and has centered the attention of several works in the field (15) (16) (17) .
This contribution presents a working, usable implementation of a methodology based on (13) . SENT (semantic features in text) allows users to explore the biomedical literature associated to a list of genes by summarizing its contents in semantic features, and allowing the user to browse intelligently the relevant articles. It also includes several assisting functionalities like GO enrichment analysis, provided by the GENECODIS web server (18) . SENT offers its services through an easy to use web site, and through an SOAP API that allows researchers to use it inside their own scripts and workflows.
METHODS
A general overview of the data analysis workflow implemented in SENT is presented in Figure 1 . The input of the system is a set of gene identifiers and the number of semantic features (factors) to use in the NMF analysis. Titles and abstracts from articles associated to each gene are used to produce a meta-document and from all gene meta-documents a term frequency matrix is created. This matrix is then analyzed by means of the NMF algorithm yielding a set of semantic features and a way to associate genes to these semantic features.
The collection of articles used in the analysis is built into an index. This index can be queried to retrieve articles that mention certain terms. In particular, it can be used to find the articles that are most relevant to each semantic feature and, by extension, most relevant to understand the list of genes. This way the user can clarify and ground his interpretation of the semantic features by contrasting the literature. Coupled with the GO enrichment analysis, also provided in the web site, SENT serves as a guide in the examination of the literature.
Therefore, the methodology in SENT can be divided in three steps: Finding the articles to associate to each gene, processing the text into a vector representation that can be analyzed, and finally, analyzing that data to find the semantic features. The next sections describe these three steps in more detail, plus the indexing of documents for the literature examination.
Literature retrieval
To determine the set of articles to associate to each gene, SENT uses two sources: (20, 21) . In SENT we have implemented solutions to both these problems, following many of the central ideas on the state of the art methodologies. Since this is a computationally time consuming process, the collection of articles examined for each organism is limited to the 30 000 most recently published.
Data processing
We construct a meta-document for each gene merging the text from the titles and abstracts of all its associated articles. A vector representation (22) is generated from these meta-documents following a standard text-mining procedure: We remove words appearing in a list of very common English words, called a stop-word list. The rest of the words are reduced to their stem using the Porter stemmer (23), to group related words with a common stem, like 'telomer' and 'telomeric'. The stems resulting from the previous step are collected individually (unigrams) and in all overlapping pairs (bigrams) to form the bag-of-words representation of the document, called that way because the order of appearance the terms is no longer considered. The number of individual terms that can appear in the bag-of-words is very large, and this would cause a problem in most text-mining applications. To select the most useful subset, we apply a filter to remove the terms that appear in too many documents (80%), as they can be seen as a background, non-informative signal, or in to few documents (0.5%), as they are to rare to be useful. We score each of the remaining terms using the Term Frequency, Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) measure (24) . This measure balances favoring a words frequency (TF, if it appears many times) and its specificity (IDF, if it does so in only a few documents). With this score we do another filtering to select only the top 3000 best terms (w). The genes are represented as w-dimensional vectors where each coefficient is the frequency of a particular term in the genes meta-document, multiplied by the IDF value for that term.
The above filtering process was done by looking at the frequency of appearance of each term in a collection of documents. SENT supports two options to define what this collection of document should be: the meta-documents for the complete list of genes in the organisms' genome. This will select broad and general terms for the word vectors. The meta-documents for just the genes in the input query. The terms selected are those important to the specific query, and thus, may be of a higher level of detail.
The first option is the default way the analysis is done, what we call a standard analysis. The second option is used in what we call the fine-grained analysis. There is an additional type of analysis, called the custom analysis, in which the user may provide a list of entities with their associated articles. The custom analysis allows the user to explore genes from unsupported organisms or even entities of other nature, like diseases, authors, journals, etc. The custom, like the fine-grained, also uses the collection of articles in the actual query to perform the filtering.
Note that in fine-grained and the custom analysis the computations must be done on-line, as opposed to the standard analysis in which the vectors may be precomputed. These computations are actually the most resource consuming part of the process, and may delay the jobs considerably.
Analysis
The previous step left us with a collection of n w-dimensional word-vectors representing the n genes in the input list query. The w dimensions represent the w selected terms, ideally 3000. These vectors are arranged as columns of a matrix M of dimensions wxn. We use NMF to factor the M matrix into two non-negative lower rank ( f ) matrices
where f is the number of factors or semantic features. W is a wxf projection matrix and H is the coefficient matrix of dimension fxn. The column vectors of the W projection matrix are called semantic features, due to the fact that they are collections of semantically related terms. The columns of H project the original gene vectors in this new low rank space spanned by the W matrix. These vectors are known as the gene profiles, since they can be seen as expressing the genes as combinations of the semantic features. To calculate the NMF model we use the bioNMF web-server application reported in (25) .
The NMF algorithm does not necessarily find the best solution. To cope with this situation several initializations strategies have been proposed to improve the convergence rate and eventually find better solutions under certain conditions. The NNDSVD (26) and CENTROID (27) methods are good examples that have proved to be suitable for this problem and will deserve our attention in future versions of this application.
In SENT we decided to take advantage of the nondeterministic nature of NMF to assess the stability of the factorizations at different ranks, using the approach introduced in (13) . This approach is based on the collection of a series of results from repeated executions with random initializations. The rationale behind this is that strong signals that are present in the data will be captured by some factor and maintained from execution to execution. Weak signals, on the other hand, or inappropriate choice of the number of factors, will result in noisy factors across executions and won't be maintained. The extent to which factors are reproduced between executions can be used as a measure of appropriateness of the factorizations. We use the cophenetic correlation coefficient as well as a clustering heat-map as assessment of this appropriateness. The actual factors reported by the application are the results of clustering together the factors resulting from 10 separate runs, attending to their semantic features, and averaging both the semantic features and the correspondent gene semantic profiles for each cluster. We use as many clusters as factors originally specified. We will use the terms 'factors' and 'semantic features' to refer to the correspondent cluster averages for simplicity.
We select the most representative terms for each semantic feature as its description. A more sensible selection of terms picks the ones that are both important and exclusive for each factor. We use the following score function for the score of a term t in the i semantic feature
The representative terms are those with the 15 best scoring.
In this context, the well-known singular value decomposition (SVD) can also be used to find a low rank approximation of a data matrix. This technique and its application in texts is know as latent semantic indexing (LSI) (28) , and show some similarity with the methodology described here.
The main benefit of NMF over LSI is interpretability. The non-negativity of the factors and the projection of the rows in the factor space make them easier to interpret as opposed to when there are negative coefficients as it happens with SVD-based approaches. In addition; the factors found by SVD are designed to incrementally capture all the variance in the data and thus larger factors explain most of data while the rest of factors explain the residuals. On the contrary NMF factors try to capture local signals, and thus they might have equivalent importance. Furthermore, NMF factors show certain degree of overlap as they are not required to be orthogonal. These characteristics make NMF factors more attractive than SVD for interpretability
Literature indexing
SENT builds an index with the titles and abstracts from all the articles associated to the genes in the input list using Ferret, a version of the popular indexing engine Lucene for the Ruby programming language. The index can be queried and will assign scores to the articles. These scores are used, for example, to sort the articles for relevance to a semantic feature.
SOFTWARE USAGE
The input for the application consists in a list of gene identifiers for a given organism. SENT supports ids from several databases, which are listed under the 'Supported ids' in the help section. Currently SENT supports the following organisms: Candida albicans, Caernorhabditis elegans, Homo sapiens, Arabidopsis thaliana, Rattus norvegicus, Mus musculus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Saccharomyces pombe.
SENT allows users to simultaneously explore the data at different resolutions determined by different ranks in the factorization, which must be between 2 and 32. The factorizations at the selected ranks will be produced sequentially in increasing order and made available as they are finished. Once all the analysis are completed another batch of factorizations can be scheduled, either to try with other ranks or to recalculate the results for a given value.
The creation of the literature index can be also scheduled to build it in the same analysis or to leave it for latter. In addition, the application offers two types of analysis: standard and fine grained analysis, being the former the default option. The 'fine grained' analysis produces semantic features whose terms are more specific, but it may take some time (average estimations are from 15 to 30 min). The job name can be used to access the results page at any latter time. Also, if an email is specified it will be used to notify the completion of the first factorization, this is useful for lengthy fine grained jobs.
Once the results are available users may explore the different resolutions to find which of them show a better stability. This can be done looking for high cophenetic correlation values for each factorization or by looking at the heat-maps. At this point one can detect that certain genes are sparsely annotated and produce clear blocks of useless terms relating to analysis methodologies, for example gels, microscopy, spectrometry, etc. If this is the case the genes can be removed and the analysis can be redone. Also, interesting genes may bundle together in large general groups; instead of increasing the resolution of the analysis an interesting option would be to use these genes in a separate analysis. Because the gene list may use some cleaning, it is advised to leave the fine grained analysis and build the literature index (both costly operations) for a second analysis job, after these issues have been assessed.
Once a factorization is found, the different factors in the results provide a general idea of the topics latent in the literature. From this point there are several alternatives to further interpret the groups of genes associated to each factor. One option is to examine the 'Gene Details' page to view results from a GO term enrichment analysis of the genes in the group. Another option is to look at the literature explorer for that group. The literature explorer will show the articles related to the genes in the group sorted for relevance to the terms in the semantic feature. To determine the role of a certain gene in the group we may visit the outside description page (e.g. Entrez Gene for the human), or use the literature explorer to review the articles related to that gene. It is also worth noting that the literature explorer also supports custom queries to the index, which will be used to rank the collection of articles according to that particular query. This is useful to find how a gene relates to each particular term in the feature for example.
With these functionalities the user should be able to find interesting nuggets of knowledge in the data and retrieve the relevant articles that support the findings.
USE CASE
To exemplify the type of results that can be obtained we present the analysis of 50 genes reported by Homayouni et al. (29) . The 50-gene set is based on the manual selection of genes related to cancer biology, Alzheimer's disease and development, and includes five genes that are involved in the Reelin pathway (RELN, VLDLR, LRP8, DAB1 and FYN). Reelin is an extracellular protein that controls neuronal positioning, formation of laminated structures and synapse structure in the developing central nervous system. In addition some components in the Reelin signaling pathway are associated with Alzheimer disease.
SENT offers this list of genes as the H. sapiens example dataset, and can be loaded from the main form. Table 1 shows the semantic features and associated genes for reelin dataset from one analysis in which four groups were formed using the fine-grained analysis.
The first group contains the cyclin-dependent kinase 5 and receptors and two additional genes, FYN and MAPT. These genes were also grouped together in the original work of Homayouni et al. (29) . The semantic feature contains terms related to kinases and terms such as 'tau' and 'microtubl associ'. Indeed, Cdk5 is one of the major kinases that phosphorylate the microtubule-associated protein tau, which is encoded by the MAPT gene. Exploring the literature associated to this group we found articles that discus the role of the cyclic dependent kinases in the phosphorylation of the tau protein among the first ranked abstracts.
The second group is related with cancer and development while the third group contains genes from the Reelin pathway (except FYN) and some genes related with Alzheimer. The fyn kinase has been largely associated with cancer and its association to Reelin has only recently been demonstrated. The terms in this semantic feature also provide insights into the role of reelin in 'binding to lipoprotein receptors and especially low density lipoprotein receptors' as claimed in the highest ranked article (30) in the literature associated to this feature. In addition, there is apolipoprotein E blocks the interaction of Reelin with its receptors and is also considered a risk factor for late-onset Alzheimer disease.
Finally, the fourth group is associated to a semantic feature that clearly captured terms related with Alzheimer disease and most of the genes originally included in this category.
Comparison with similar tools
Other tools that enable literature-based knowledge discovery include GenCLiP (31) and FAUN (17) . GenCLiP is a Windows application that offers clustering of genes and terms based on the literature. It also generates gene networks based on co-occurrence of genes in the literature associated to certain keywords. The clustering is done to identify sets of terms related to sets of genes as described in Chaussabel and Sher (8) . GenClip allows users to find specific information based on interesting keywords. The clustering step is comparable in principle to the analysis in SENT, while the network generation based on co-occurrence could be considered a different application. Compared with SENT we think both applications focus on different goals and could complement each other. One of the main benefits of SENT over GenCLiP is processing time and simplicity in the interaction with the user.
FAUN on the other hand is a NMF-based text mining tool similar to SENT. The FAUN application is available at http://grits.eecs.utk.edu/faun (17) and at the time of this writing it only contains models for the same 50 gene dataset from Homayouni et al. (29) that was used in our use case. They provide visualizations at three resolutions; high, low and medium, meaning 10, 15 and 20 factors respectively. However, FAUN lacks the possibility to explore new datasets in almost real-time manner. With regards to the actual features extracted, the comparison of both applications seems to show the most relevant information at the first ranked items (results not shown).
Another important difference among both tools is the way in which genes are associated to features. In FAUN this is done in a fuzzy way, where each gene can belong to several groups at the same time, while in SENT genes are assigned to one and only one group. Both applications provide with tools to investigate the results further. In this area FAUN stands out showing the relation of each gene to each of the terms of the feature and also shows a gene-gene correlation matrix. In SENT we can use the literature explorer to find articles associated to the genes containing the terms of interest. In addition, SENT provides a collection of result files for downloading, in particular the semantic profiles for each gene, which can be used to calculate the gene-gene correlation matrix.
One of the most interesting features in FAUN is the sentence highlighting, which marks relevant sentences for each gene in relation to each of the features. SENT offers a similar functionality that highlights, not sentences, but complete abstracts. Both alternatives are based on the same idea but work at different resolutions.
SOAP WEB SERVER
All the jobs that are issued from the web site are forwarded to a SOAP server, so the web site can be seen as a front-end to this server. The SOAP server offers an API that can be used to access the functionality programmatically from other work-flows or scripts. Any job issued in the SOAP web server can be examined in the web site using its unique identifier. The web site help section includes an API description, the WSDL file, which is an XML file that most SOAP libraries can use to automatically set up a client for the server, and an example script, that can be used as a command line tool to launch jobs. Terms: app, amyloid, presenilin, fe65, precursor protein, amyloid precursor, abeta, secretas, gamma secretas, alzheim, alzheim diseas, beta amyloid, protein app, ptb, amyloid beta Genes: APBA1, APBB1, APLP1, APLP2, APP, PSEN1, PSEN2, SHC1
CONCLUSIONS
We have developed SENT, a web-based tool for the functional analysis of gene lists extracted from the biomedical literature. The main motivation to construct this tool is the lack of available user-friendly software to automatically analyze large amounts of documents related to genes or proteins. This is a very complex research area that is still in its infancy and we are all aware of the fact the methodologies to solve the full-text mining problematic are still under development. However, precisely because of this, any contribution in this area is more than welcome. This tool offers several advantages in the area of biomedical text mining: first, SENT is oriented to give researchers a global functional picture of their genes of interest by summarizing the associated literature content in a small set of semantic topics. Second, SENT is able to categorize the list of genes or proteins according to these topics and also associated to Biological Processes terms in GO. Finally this functionality, and the way it is implemented using web-services technology, allows researchers to easily include this analysis into their workflows, providing their research with one more piece of information to be taken into account.
As any other system SENT is not without limitations and we are working in improving both the results and their interpretability. Several ideas gathered from FAUN and GenCLiP are been considered, as well as the possibility of automatically mapping semantic features to biomedical dictionaries or ontologies. We will work to have future versions of SENT updated with these enhancements.
We hope this application is useful to the biomedical community.
